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I, George Havenhand, Senior Legal Researcher at Spotlight on Corruption ("Spotlight"), will say as follows: 

1. I have been employed by Spotlight, the first Appellant in this case, since October 2020.

2. This witness statement records my knowledge of facts relevant to this appeal. In particular, Spotlight's

engagement with both the British Business Bank ("BBB") and the Information Commission's Office ("the

Commissioner") subsequent to our request dated 15 July 2020 to the BBB under the Freedom of

Information Act 2000 ("FOIA"), and the public interest balancing exercise undertaken by both the BBB

and the ICO in respect of our FOIA request.

3. The facts and matters set out in this witness statement are within my own knowledge unless otherwise

stated, and I believe them to be true.

4. I drafted this witness statement myself and these are my own words.

5. Where I refer to information supplied by others, the source of the information is identified. Facts and

matters derived from other sources are true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
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6. Attached to this witness statement is a paginated exhibit known as GHl to which I will make reference.

BACKGROUND TO THE APPELLANT 

7. Spotlight is an anti-corruption charity which was established in October 2019. Spotlight's charity number

is 1185872 and its company number is 12123483. Spotlight's registered address is Webb & Co 1 New

Street, Wells, Somerset BAS 2LA.

8. Spotlight works to end corruption in the UK and wherever the UK has influence. It advocates for strong,

transparent and accountable institutions that hold corruption in check and for robust enforcement of

anti-corruption rules and laws. Spotlight's mission is to ensure that the UK's anti-corruption laws and

enforcement of those laws are as effective as possible in order to fight corruption and the inequality and

democratic deficit that it causes.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

9. The Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme ("CBILS") was launched on 23 March 2020, the

Coronavirus Large Business Interruption Loan Scheme {"CLBILS") on 16 April 2020, the Bounce Back Loan

Scheme ("BBLS") on 4 May 2020, and the Future Fund Scheme ("FFS") on 20 May 2020.1 Accredited

commercial lenders were given an 80% government-backed guarantee when issuing loans under CBILS

and CLBILS for the full outstanding balance, and a 100% government-backed guarantee when issuing

loans under BBLS. The BBB oversaw these loan schemes and the accredited lenders. This information is

set out in more detail in the Commission's Decision Notice dated 14 December 2021 ("the Decision

Notice") and in a parliamentary briefing dated 1 July 2022, 'Coronavirus: support for businesses'. 2 

10. As noted in the parliamentary briefing, in order to be eligible for a BBLS loan, businesses had to self

declare that they: had been impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic, had not been in difficulty at 31

December 2019, were engaged in trading or commercial activity in the UK, were established by 1 March

2020, were not using the CBILS, CLBILS or certain other loan schemes, were not in bankruptcy or

liquidation, derived more than half of their income from trading activity, and were not in a restricted

sector. In addition to the 100% government-backed lender guarantee, BBLS provided a government

backed business interruption payment to cover the first 12 months' interest on the loan, no repayment

1 https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CBP-884 7 /CBP-884 7 .pdf
2 https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CBP-884 7 /CBP-884 7 .pdf
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requirement for the first 12 months, and annual interest of 2.5%. 3 In January 2022, the Guardian reported 

that it had been explicit in loan documentation that commercial lenders were prohibited from 

undertaking credit checks on borrowers.4 

11. I understand that the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy ("BEIS"), the Government

department which regulates the BBB, knew before launching BBLS that the scheme carried a high risk of

error and fraud. The Decision Notice said that, "The banks and lenders who were consulted about the

Schemes, as well as the 888 and the Government, recognised the high risk of error and fraud ... " [§8]. On

1 May 2020, Sam Beckett, BEIS Permanent Secretary, sent a letter to the BEIS Secretary of State.5 In that

letter, Mr Beckett said it was "difficult to be sure that the proposed scheme parameters are optimal, with

a lack of data available to undertake a robust value for money assessment." He added that the 100%

guarantee and self-certification process would undoubtedly result in lending to businesses that were

unviable before the pandemic, which raised concerns around value for money. Mr Beckett identified

other adverse consequences of BBLS, including that the eventual level of fraud and error was "very high",

although it was thought the banks would take steps to avoid this. Given the risks and degree of

uncertainty, Mr Beckett asked for a ministerial direction if the Secretary of State wanted to proceed with

the BBLS scheme. Mr Beckett concluded that "there wilf be significant public interest in this matter, .. ".

12. The following month, on 16 June 2020, Spotlight, together with Transparency International UK and the

Fraud Advisory Panel ("FAP"), the UK's leading counter fraud charity, sent a letter to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, Rishi Sunak MP, highlighting the risks of so much self-certification and so little due

diligence in the loan schemes, and urging him to publish the names of companies who received loans

under BBLS and CBILS in order to deter fraud and improve detection. I refer to the document dated 16

June 2020 marked GHl. The letter explained that the FAP had established a Covid-19 Fraud Watch, which

was willing and able to assist the Government to develop mechanisms to implement counter-fraud

measures. We highlighted our shared commitment to safeguarding the interests of the UK, our

independence, international connections with respected fraud-fighting professionals, and business

experience and connections to help accelerate the recovery of the UK post-pandemic.

13. On 6 July 2020, we received a response on behalf of BEIS from Amanda Solloway MP, Parliamentary

Under-Secretary of State, Minister for Science Research and Innovation. I refer to the letter dated 6 July

3 https://researchbriefings.files. parliament.u k/documents/CBP-884 7 /CBP-884 7 .pdf
4 https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2022/jan/29/how-the-uk-government-lost-49bn-to-covid-loan

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/891469/200501 

_AO_ Direction _letter_ on_Bounce_Back_ Loans _Scheme.pdf 
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2020 marked GHl. In that response, Ms Solloway said, "While we appreciate the role of data sharing in 

fraud prevention, the Government is not publishing the names of the approximately 1 mi/lion companies 

that have accessed Joans from the Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme (CB/LS) and Bounce 

Back Loans Scheme (BBLS). This is in part because these are commercial arrangements between lenders 

and borrowers." The letter emphasised the action that lenders were expected to take to identify 

fraudulent applications. It noted that banks would have a significant interest in CBILS loans because they 

operated with an 80% Government guarantee. For the BBLS, however, where the Government provided 

a 100% guarantee and the banks had little incentive to identify and deter fraud, Ms Solloway said BEIS 

would continue to work with the BBB and lenders to strengthen anti-fraud systems. 

THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUEST 

14. On 15 July 2020, one month after we sent the joint letter to the Chancellor highlighting the risks and

need for transparency, Spotlight's Executive Director, Dr Susan Hawley, sent a request to the BBB under

the FOIA for the names of all companies that had received loans under BBLS, CBILS, FFS, and CLBILS.

15. On 12 August 2020, the BBB sent us an email in response to our request, in which they said the

information would be withheld under section 43(2) of the FOIA. The BBB claimed that disclosing the

requested information would be likely to prejudice commercial interests of: the BBB, accredited lenders

under the BBLS, CBILS and CLBLS, loan beneficiaries of the BBLS, CBILS, CLBLS and the FFS, and FFS

investors. The BBB recognised "that there is a general public interest in the disclosure of information, as

greater transparency makes Government more accountable" but balanced this against the purported

public interest "in ensuring that the commercial interests referred to above are not damaged or

undermined by disclosure of information which is not common knowledge, and which could adversely

impact these commercial interests."

16. On 18 August 2020, we wrote to the BBB requesting an internal review of its response dated 12 August

2020. On 8 October 2020, the BBB provided the outcome of its review. The BBB upheld the application

of section 43(2) of the FOIA but acknowledged that their initial response had not provided sufficient

reasoning. At that stage, the BBB asserted that exemptions in sections 40 and 31 of the FOIA also applied.

17. On 23 October 2020, w.e submitted a complaint to the Commissioner.

18. The BBB sent us a letter dated 30 July 2021, noting that the Commissioner had asked them to try to

resolve the complaint informally. The BBB claimed that their position had changed since their response
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in October 2020: the Government intended to pubUsh information about Covid loans above the fir:1ancial 

threshold pursuant to the European Commission's Temporary Framework for State Aid. 

19. In its Decision Notice dated 14 December 2021, the Commissioner expressed the view that the BBB had

appropriately relied on section 43(2) of the FOIA, that the exemptions in section 21 or section 22 of the

FOIA were not engaged at the time of the request, and that the public interest test in respect of section

43(2) was "finely balanced". Having reached a decision on section 43(2), the Commissioner did not

consider the BBB's other exemptions (sections 30 and 40(2)).

20. We submitted our Grounds of Appeal on 11 January 2022 under section 57 of the FOIA against the

Decision Notice ("Spotlight's Grounds"). The Commissioner's Response to our Grounds was dated 16

February 2022 and the BBB's Response was dated 7 April 2022 ("the BBB's Response"). We submitted

our joint Reply to the Responses from both of the Respondents on 28 April 2022 ("Spotlight's Reply").

EXEMPTIONS RELIED UPON BY THE BBB 

21. The BBB's Response includes claims about prejudice that disclosure of the requested information might

cause to commercial interests that do not seem to be founded on evidence. By way of illustration, the

BBB's claim that disclosure could lead to "speculation about the business's financial position and acumen"

[§36 of the BBB's Response] is a subjective reflection about the possible mindset of the general public,

rather than an evidence-based position informed through consultation. Indeed, the Commissioner 

agreed with our view that there has been public support and understanding for businesses who are 

regarded to be financially struggling during the coronavirus pandemic [§61 of the Decision Notice]. 

22. A parliamentary briefing dated 16 May 2022, entitled 'Coronavirus business support schemes:

statistics'6 notes that the BBB had published four data releases providing a breakdown of loans data by

region, sector and business size, with press releases dated: 15 October 2020, 7 7 August 2020, 8 18 January

20219 and 6 July 2021.1
° Further, that the names of businesses accessing support above €100,000 are

6 https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CBP-8938/CBP-8938.pdf
7 https://www.british-business-bank.eo.uk/press-release/regional-analysis-of-coronavirus-Joan-schemes-shows

continued-even-distribution-across-the-uk/ 
8 https://www.british-business-bank.eo.uk/coronavirus-Joan-schemes-benefiting-businesses-in-all-corners-of-uk

reveals-new-analysis-from-british-business-bank/ 
9 https://www.british-business-bank.eo.uk/press-release/coronavirus-loan-schemes-continue-to-support-businesses
evenly-across-the-uk-new-analysis-shows/ 
10 https://www.british-business-bank.eo.uk/press-release/analysis-of-final-coronavirus-Joan-scheme-<lata-shows-79-

3bn-of-loans-to-1-67m-businesses-evenly-<listributed-across-whole-of-the-uk/ 
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being published on the EU State Aid Transparency Database.11 The briefing states that 1,560,309 loans 

worth a total of £47.36 billion of loans were approved under the BBLS scheme. All of these BBLS loans 

will necessarily be beneath the €100,000 threshold for publication on the EU State Aid Transparency 

Database. As the parliamentary briefing explains, BBLS formed the largest proportion of loans under the 

Covid schemes, amounting to 93% of loans - and 59% of the £80.37 billion worth of loans - approved 

across the CBILS, BBLS, CLBILS and Recovery Loan schemes as of 25 October 2021.12 

23. The BEIS has been publishing information about loan recipients above the State Aid transparency

threshold, but the BBB has not sought to evidence the commercial prejudice which it says would be likely

to result from publicly disclosing the names of loan recipients. It is not clear how the BBB's prejudice

argument is trumped by their obligation to publish under the EU State Aid transparency threshold but

not by their obligations under the FOIA, nor why prejudice would result from one but not the other.

24. I understand that, unlike any other bank in the UK, the BBB is not regulated by the Prudential Regulation

Authority or the Financial Conduct Authority, but is in fact regulated by BEIS. On 9 March 2022, the

government's .former counter-fraud Minister, Lord Agnew of Oulton, told the Treasury Select

Committee that there was, as a result of this regulatory framework, no proper culture oversight of the

BBB. 13 When asked whether he would recommend publication of the names of loan recipients, Lord

Agnew responded: "It is total drivel, is it not? This is taxpayers' money. What is the commercial

sensitivity? It is that classic fob-off. It is an excuse not to do it, probably because they never have got a

grip of their data, I presume. Of course they should be. "14 Lord Agnew was Minister of State at the Cabinet

Office and HM Treasury between 14 February 2020 and 24 January 2022 and oversaw the Government's

counter-fraud function and had insight into the BBB's handling of the Covid loan schemes; accordingly,

his evidence is particularly significant for the purposes of this appeal. In August 2020, the Chair of the

BEIS Select Committee, Darren Jones MP, noted that the state's relationship with these businesses will

continue for some time and that the names of loan recipients should be published. 15 It is notable that

those who have acquired insights into the BBB's involvement in the Covid loan schemes, like Lord Agnew

and relevant select committees, are amongst those calling for transparency of loan data.

25. Notwithstanding the BB B's claim that disclosure of the names of loan recipients would be likely to result

in prejudice to commercial interests, the BBB appears to have disclosed details of loan recipients with a

11 https://webgate.ec.europa .eu/competition/transparency /public/search/resu Its 
12 https:/ /researchbriefings. files.parliament.u k/ docu ments/CBP-8938/CBP-8938.pdf 
13 https://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/9878/pdf/ 
14 https://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/9878/pdf/ 
15 https://www.ft.com/content/Oe30600a-39e4-4dc0-9b54-8f110ffd48ea 
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third party. A BBB BBLS Finance Survey from 2020 says that the polling firm lpsos undertook surveys for 

the BBB in 2020 with borrowers across the BBLS, CBLS and CBILS loan schemes. It appears that the BBB 

shared a sample of the population of borrowers with lpsos in order to take part in the survey.16 Unlike 

the Government's disclosure through the EU Transparency Database, there does not appear to be any 

legal obligation on the Government to share the names of loan recipients with a polling company. 

26. The BBB's position in this appeal, that just because publication has necessarily occurred does not mean

that there is no prejudice to those companies whose names have not yet been published, does not seem

sustainable. By its own admission, the BBB appears to recognise that prejudice to commercial interests

must in some circumstances be overridden by the requirement to comply with a legal duty, like disclosure

through the EU Transparency Database. But it strikes me that if prejudice to commercial interests persists

and can be overridden by a legal duty, then it must follow that a legal duty to disclose information arising

under the FOIA can also override the persistent level of prejudice claimed by the BBB.

27. On 27 April 2022, the Chief Commercial Officer of the BBB told the Treasury Select Committee that it

held loan data from lenders across 70 datapoints.17 The BBB told us that its datapoint 'Legal Form' would

identify which borrowers are sole traders, partnerships or limited companies, but the BBB says it would

need to manually double-check its dataset because it anticipates inputting errors by lenders, and possibly

even triple-checking it against other sources [§110 of the BBB's Response]. I am concerned that the BB B's

failure to gather and retain accurate data appears to be one of their central arguments under sections

12 and 14(1) of the FOIA [§109 of the BBB's Response] for not disclosing the information we requested.

The consequences of this are serious and wide-ranging. A Public Accounts Committee ("PAC") report

published on 27 April 2022 identified that the BBB lacks data to hold commercial lenders to account, to

assess the levels of fraud, and to manage the risk to the taxpayer.18 It cannot be the case that the BBB is

permitted to rely on and benefit from potential inputting errors in its own dataset, such that double and

triple-checks are purportedly required, for the purposes of invoking sections 12 and/or 14(1) of the FOIA.

28. Moreover, as to the BBB's reliance on the section 40(2) exemption, my understanding of the definition

of 'personal data' in the General Data Protection Regulations is that personal data only includes

information relating to natural persons - that is, individuals who could be identified, either directly or

indirectly, on the basis of the information in question.19 Therefore as a general rule, information about

16 https://www.british-business-bank.eo.uk/wp

content/uploads/2021/04/BBLS_Finance_Survey_2020_Report_to_Publish_110321_updated07APR.pdf 
17 https://committees. parliament.uk/oralevidence/10174/pdf / 
18 https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/22002/documents/163618/default/ 
19 See the definition of "personal data" in Article 4(1) of the GDPR. 
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companies (including identifiers such as the name of a company), would not appear to constitute 

personal data, and so would not fall within the scope of the General Data Protection Regulations. 

BALANCING THE PUBLIC INTEREST TEST 

29. The Commissioner significantly overestimated the risks in d�sJ!9..�ir:ig t�e information sought in our FOIA

request and significantly underestimated the public interest in disclosure. The "finely balanced" public

interest test communicated in the Decision Notice should be considered in light of subsequent inquiries

and evidence•gathering processes by the PAC, BEIS Committee, and Treasury Select Committee, including

evidence provided by Lord Agnew. These present significant facts and matters which existed as at the

date the BBB upheld its refusal to provide the requested information on internal review. Conversely, I

am not aware of any facts or matters that have come to light since the Decision Notice which, for the

purposes of the public Interest test, would favour the BBB withholding the requested information.

30. Transparency and accountability are essential for good governance, oversight of public authorities,

effective decision•making processes, the appropriate use and allocation of public resources, the

prevention and detection of crime, and other important matters. The Common Strategic Framework,

that was agreed by the BBB and the Secretary of State, includes a commitment to "act transparently by:

(i) publishing research, market analysis and information on its own performance against its objectives;

and (ii) producing a robust evidence base to justify its activities".20 The BBB claims on its website that it

strives for "the highest standards of corporate governance and accountability" and "aims to be as

transparent as possible".21 But after a Decision Notice which identified a ''finely balanced" public interest

test with a "significant argument in favour af disclosure due to the unprecedented circumstances and the

large sums of public money concerned" (§98 of the Decision Notice), it is notable how little attention the

BBB has paid to the public interest factors in support of disclosing the requested information, and how

much energy it has focused on resisting scrutiny, transparency and accountability.

31. When balancing the public interest in respect of the exemption in section 31(1)(a) of the FOIA, the BBB's

Response claims that " ... the public interest in transparency is largely met by publications that have

already taken place." (§94 of the BBB's Response]. However, the BBB appears to be referring to

publication of aggregate data, which were not available when the BBB provided its internal review on 8

October 2020, and so should not be given weight. In any event, for the purposes of section 31 of the

20 Para 7.l{E) of the BBB's "Shareholder Relationship Framework Document": 

https://www.british-business-bank.eo.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Shareholder-Relationship-Framework-tagged.pdf 
21 https://www.british-business-bank.eo.uk/transparency/
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FOIA, the public interest in preventing or detecting crime is the key consideration - not the public interest 

in transparency, which fails to be satisfied by the BBB publishing aggregate data which cannot be used 

to prevent or detect crime. 

32. When giving evidence to the Treasury Select Committee on 9 March 2022, Lord Agnew dismissed the

suggestion that BBB could not effectively mitigate agafrist the risk of fraud because of the need to deliver

the loans quickly. He said that basic checks at the outset of the loan scheme would have only taken, ''A

couple of days, literally. This is the whole point. They are sheltering behind this excuse that if they had

done the job better, it would have token too long, but I con assure you that is not the way it works. '
122 

Lord Agnew's evidence is important because it sheds light on the circumstances at the time the BBB

applied the section 43 exemption. Whatever difficulties the urgent and unprecedented nature of the

Covid loan schemes may have posed, these same difficulties underscore the importance of transparency

and the need to inform public understanding. It is essential for the UK's post-Covid economic recovery,

and in the public interest, to maximise the recovery of losses of taxpayer money.

33. Lord Agnew provided insights into the BBB's appro�_ch..to tran�paren_cy in his appearance before the BEIS

Committee on 15 March 2022. He said the BBB were "doubling down on their defensiveness. That is why

you cannot get any information out of them. They are trying to defend the flaws of two years ago and

beyond." He added, '7his [public exposure J is the thing that Governments hate, because it shines a light

on areas that they do not necessarily want people to see. I do not agree with that. I believe that

transparency is the best way to run a good Government, not to the nth degree, but on something like

this." When asked by the Committee whether the Government should continue to publish data about

loan recipients, Lord Agnew responded, "Yes, absolutely. This is the other ludicrous thing. BEIS has said

that it is not going to publish all those who were recipients of British Business Bonk loans. It is absolutely

inexcusable behaviour. Of course it should. They received money from the Government at very

preferential terms. I completely agree with you. We should be publishing this data." When asked why the

Government would not want to publish this information, Lord Agnew stated: "You had better ask the

Government that. I do not see any possible justification for not providing it. Taxpayers have paid for this,

and they should know what is happening. There is no reason at off. '123 

34. Publication of the names of loan recipients woulc
 

enable accountability for BBB and BEIS as well as for

the commercial lenders. The BBB's Response notes that a system was launched at the beginning of June

2020 to check for duplicate accounts, but took time to implement (§87 of the BBB's Response]. Lord

22 htt.ps://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/9878/pdf/
23 https://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/9916/pdf/
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Agnew told the Treasury Select Committee on 9 March 2022 that, "It took them six weeks to build a 

duplicate system. By the time they had finished building it, 60% of the money had already gone out of the 

door, but it is even worse than that. HSBC did not implement that for another four months. They did not 

get it in until November of 2020. We have no idea how many duplicate loans were lent out." Further, that, 

" ... they had two officials in BEIS with counter-fraud experience when this whole thing blew up and they 

were not deeply trained in the counterfraud profession . ... As far as I can make out, the British Business 

Bank did not have any expertise in this area. They did not even hire a counter-fraud specialist until after 

the event. .. "24 This evidence to the Committee is significant because it shines a light on the measures

being taken by the BBB at the time they applied the section 43 exemption in respect of our request. 

35. The fact that the BBB took inadequate measures to mitigate against losses was underlined by the PAC in

a report published on 27 April 2022: "For example, it took a month ofter the Scheme's launch to set up

checks to prevent duplicate applications because of delays in joining up information held by different

parties. The Scheme did not require lenders to check a businesses' claimed turnover against its records

for existing customers; this meant some borrowers received a larger loon than they were entitled to. It

also took the Department 8 months to introduce checks to ensure businesses' claimed turnover was

correct, by which time 93% of the loans by value had been issued and some received more than they were

entitled to." 25 The PAC report quoted David Clarke, head of the FAP, as saying, "These failures of due

diligence are startling, proving that there were in effect no protections on the money being sent out."

36. The importance of transparency for countering fraud in the context of covid support loans was illustrated

vividly by a judgment handed down by Manchester's Crown Court in January 2022. In his sentencing

remarks, the judge said it "defies belief' that BBLS loans had been granted to serial fraudsters, noting

that "Here the most basic of checks would have revealed the fraud. The public are entitled to an

explanation as to how these loans were obtained. That explanation must be made public. I require an

explanation from the relevant body within 14 days. '.t.Z6 This judgment relates to one instance of fraud but

should be considered in the wider context, with some £5 billion expected to be lost to fraud in the BBLS

scheme. Press reports have also identified instances of people taking out loans for allegedly fraudulent

purposes, and highlighted that law enforcement efforts are underfunded, with ministers apparently

refusing to meet funding needs.27

24 https://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/9878/pdf/ 
25 https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/22002/documents/163618/default/ 
26 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jan/28/boris-johnson-fraud-minister-covid-loan-lord-agnew; 
https://www.thetimes.eo.uk/aricle/vulnerability-of-bounce-back-loan-scheme-apparent-in-extent-of-fraud-uncovered-within

unpaid debts-tbh2rz0rq 
27 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/06/covid-bounce-back-loans-paid-for-cars-watches-and-even-porn 
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37. The Decision Notice said that, "The Commissioner clearly understands the risk of substantial amounts of

public money being lost and public concerns regarding the decisions taken regarding the loon schemes,

with transparency about how and why they were needed being important." [§94 of the Decision Notice].

It quoted the Head of the National Audit Office reflecting on the cost to the taxpayer and the need for

the Government to ensure robust debt collection and fraud investigation to minimise the impact of the

losses; measures which the Government does not appear to have introduced in a way that is

commensurate to the losses. Evidence continues to grow about the anticipated scale of the losses, for

example, The Times reported on 18 July 2022 that one in eight of the businesses that received a BBLS

loan (193,000 firms) have fallen into arrears on their loan repayments.28 

38. The BBB's Response said that lenders are helping to address fraud [BBB's Response, §79(5)), but the PAC

has taken a very different view, identifying that commercial lenders are not incentivised to address fraud

and that the BEIS does not have the data to hold lenders to account. In their report dated 27 April 2022,

the PAC said: '7he Department is relying heavily on lenders to fix credit and fraud risks. As the taxpayer

underwrites the scheme it is vital that lenders pursue debt but at present the scheme does not incentivise

lenders to do this . ... The department has also lacked data to hold lenders to account. It is unacceptable

that the Department has no long-term plans for recovering overdue debts and it cannot just accept the

current level of accepted debt. Government as a whole must to learn the lessons from this Scheme to plan

more effectively for future crises and protect taxpayers' money." 29 The PAC report added, '7he

Department hos been complacent in preventing Scheme fraud and its prioritisation of 'top tier' fraudsters

puts other government Schemes at risk. The risks that we identified at the outset of the Scheme hove now

materialised. The Deportment requested, and received, a ministerial direction at the start of the Scheme

as it expected high levels of losses. Even so, counter-fraud measures were introduced too slowly. "30 One

of PAC's recommendations was for BEIS to develop a strategy, within 3 months, setting out the increase

needed in loan scheme counter-fraud resources for all Government stakeholders, "to both reduce fraud

levels to o tolerable level and to maximise recoveries."

39. Commercial lenders will have facilitated loans despite a "very high" risk of fraud because risks were borne

by the Government. They were effectively lending without risk, and the loan recipients were protected

against defaulting on the loan by the Government. These were not normal commercial loans, as the BBB

appears to be suggesting, but were provided on preferential terms with little to no due diligence and

28 https ://www .thetimes.co. uk/article/ covid-bounceback-loan-arrea rs-worse-than-ad mitted-p3hf6f3nx 

� https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/22002/documents/163618/default/ 

30 https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/22002/documents/163618/default/ 
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with the Government's financial backing. The preferential terms distinguish these loans from private 

lending under normal market conditions. Indeed, a survey by tpsos for the BBB, reported in June 2022, 

found that 38 45% of companies would not have sought debt financing in the absence of taxpayer 

support, with many focusing on future risk.31 This unusual public/ private relationship served lenders 

and borrowers, and should invite a greater degree of public scrutiny, particularly given the vast public 

losses that have resulted. But little scrutiny of the role of commercial lenders has been possible, both in 

terms of their lending or in the prevention and apprehension of fraud. 

40. The Decision Notice noted that, " ... it could be determined that the public interest balance should weigh

in favour of disclosure because of the potential impact on the public as a whole." But queried, 'To what

extent would disclosure to the world at large result in the detection of fraud which is not detected by the

formal investigations in place? The Commissioner is unable to quantify the benefit to the public purse and

he must therefore reach a conclusion on the balance of the public interest based on the information

available to him." [§95 of the Decision Notice]. The Covid-19 Fraud Watch, referred to above, which was

established by the FAP, was a coalition of more than 70 partners from Government departments, industry

and professional bodies, law and accountancy firms and law enforcement, with expertise in the

prevention, detection, investigation and prosecution of economic crime. They pooled intelligence on

fraud threats, warned the public, private and third sectors, and provided practical advice on fraud

prevention. During an evidence session on 27 April 2022 as part of the Treasury Committee's inquiry

into HM Treasury's role in combating fraud, Dame Angela Eagle noted that there had been only 49 arrests

in relation to 1.6 million loans.32 Publishing the names of loan recipients and working with experts could

have, and could still, improve the detection and apprehension of fraud in the Covid loan schemes.

41. A report by the PAC dated 18 May 2022 suggested that the current estimates of sums lost to fraud and

error may be the tip of the iceberg and that not enough is being done by BEIS. The report noted that,

"The Department [BE/SJ will not know the true extent of total fraud and error within its COV/0-19 business

support schemes for some time as its assessments gradually catch up with payments made. We are

concerned that identifying fraud and error so late will hinder recovery efforts as the money will have been

spent and the trails will have long ago gone cold. We are unconvinced that the Department's current

plans for recovering money claimed fraudulently will act as a sufficient deterrent to those considering

committing fraud. Given the Department had anticipated a heightened risk with these schemes, we are

disappointed that it does not appear to have used all the tools at its disposal to minimise fraud and

31 https://www.ft.com/ content/ 4 7135 f6c-O0fc-4 705-9491-019950c89a 72 
32 https://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/10174/html/ 
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